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Steve Albon: VB, N Travers and IDP 6/12/11
- Truth and Lie
- Truth - Good or bad? - Good
- lie - good or bad ? - Good? - she is unsure.
- VB wearing hat - T or lie - Jie (tick) (This is correct)

- VB wearing earrings - Tor lie - Truth (tick) (This is conect)
Good or bad to tell T - Good
Good or bad to tell lie - Good
What happens if tell lie? - Get into trouble. Will you tell me truth/lie? Truth.
-: How Get to school?
(Doesn't understand Question - No Answer)
- walk to school ? A: No How get to school? - A: In car. My Mum took me.
- Bus also? A: Yes.
- ~When in bus - ? A: where going home
- Who else in bus~ fCEK
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- (could be referring to

Any girls? - Just me.

- Tsal in fron t of bus wifh._ic_
Ea_~
- I also sat with other people
- I sat near the front
-E._jwas the bus driver
-was after fDFlas the driver
- Was there another driver called -

y es - Different bus
- l adidn'tdriveme - only (says answer)
do to you o.n the bus
- what did DF
- f DF
pufliis willie in my gini
-~ut his wi11ie in my mouth
yut his willie in my bottom

s friends? -I can't understand
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- See F~s willie? Yes
- \\'hat look like? like my Dad's

Wants to stop answering questions now. Agrees to go for l more page
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Re willie in the mouth

- fu the bus. Near the front. Wno else was there? ~and ._l
cE_ _ ___.
- Did they see what happening? - yes
- Did they say anything- No
- Did~do it 1 time or more - I time (Unsure of answer)
0

- Like to stop now.
- Doesn't want to answer anymore questions.

(signed) 6/12/11

